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PW18000 BRAKE FLUID
SYRINGE

$30.00 ea.

$10 pack 20 $16 pack 20

All prices GST Exclusive and valid until 30/9/2011 or as stocks last.
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ACT-KIT  CLUTCH  
ALIGNING  TOOL KIT

$60.00 ea.
Handy 15 piece kit

49592 
CALIPER 

SLIDE 
LUBRICANT 

“COOL LUBE”

$9.90 ea.

To suit BA Falcon or
VT-VZ Commodore

B7003 Large Cap with StrapP27 Small Cap

1 pair RDA slotted rotors & 1 set 
Maxistop Heavy Duty brake pads

SLOTTED DISC ROTOR AND HD 
BRAKE PAD COMBO

BLEED SCREW CAPS

NEW 
PRODUCT
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$160.00 per pack
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BRAKE PADS
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NBS are now stocking 
the Akebono range of 
brake pads. Akebono 
pads are fitted as 
original equipment to 
many vehicles, such 
as Jeep, Chrysler, Ford 
and Toyota. They are a 
premium ceramic pad, 
many part numbers 
come with shims and 
hardware. Proving 
to be very popular 
with 4WD, SUV and 
European vehicles.



FORD FALCON BA/BF/FG FRONT CALIPERS 

BRAKE ASSEMBLY FLUIDS EXPLAINED

As most would know, the front brakes on these 
vehicles suffer from chronic shudder issues.

We have proven on a number of occasions 
that vehicles fitted with phenolic (plastic) type 
caliper pistons had retraction issues.

This is caused by the phenolic material 
swelling, the piston to bore clearance is reduced 

and the pistons stick in the bores. Phenolic 
pistons were fitted to many BA Falcons and some 

BF Falcon models. By replacing the calipers with a 
changeover set which include the revised pistons this 

will help overcome shuddering brake issues.

We also receive many complaints about caliper rattle and knock 
whilst driving on rough roads. After discussions with the manufacturer we have 
engineered a revised pin design to fix this issue. This revised pin is being fitted to our range of changeover calipers.

Ring NBS on 1800 780 858 today for a quote on changeover front and rear calipers for your next BA/BF Falcon brake 
overhaul.

Here we give a brief outline of the brake assembly lubricants we use 
day in, day out in our busy reconditioning department.

Products that work and make your job easier.
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49592 PARTSWISE 
SILICONE BRAKE 
LUBE
Application: 
Caliper slides.

100% silicone, non 
petroleum based, high 
temperature lubricant. 
Stops caliper 
slides seizing 
and will 
not wash 
off. Note: 
using rubber 
grease on 
slides is not 
recommended 
as it loses 
consistency 
with high 
temperatures.

RG500G PBR 
GREEN RUBBER 
GREASE
Application: 
General brake 
hydraulic assembly.

The original rubber 
grease is used for 
packing boots and as a 
general assembly aid. 
Not recommended in 
cylinder internals.

AF-150ML PBR BRAKE 
PARTS ASSY FLUID
Application: 
Brake hydraulic internals.

This product is the best to use 
in master cylinders, calipers 
and wheel cylinders. Synthetic 
base means it 
does not mix 
with the fluid 
but creates 
a barrier 
between the 
bore and the 
piston.

This prevents 
pistons 
seizing on 
vehicles that 
sit idle for 
long periods 
of time.

AF-250G PBR BRAKE 
PARTS ASSY FLUID 
AEROSOL
Application: 
Brake hydraulic internals.

Very similar product to AF-
150 but in an aerosol. A great 
product to 
spray behind 
the caliper 
boot before 
pushing 
or winding 
caliper 
pistons 
back. 
Prevents 
tearing off 
boots on 
handbrake 
type 
calipers.
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ORDER A PACK OF 4 TODAY

$57.00
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The Bleedpro Brake Pressure Bleeder machines are designed for fast, simple 
and effective brake bleeding in the workshop. Cut out the frustrating hours spent 
on difficult brake bleeding jobs and the inefficiency of tying up two mechanics. 
Specifically made with the Australian market in mind, one of these machines is a 
must for your workshop.
The Partswise Brake Pressure Bleeders offer unparalleled performance, with a 12 
volt electric pump for quiet operation, market leading pulsation pressure mode 
to dislodge the most stubborn pockets of air, and continuously variable operating 
pressure for every application.

INNOVATIVE AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT

pressure for every application

Specific Fit  Adaptors to suit

TIME SAVING 
& EFFICIENT

FAST 
RETURN ON 

INVESTMENT
PROFESSIONAL

Call NBS today on 1800 780 858 to enquire about these 
professional Brake Bleeding Machines.
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Brake Supplies 

NBS Brake Supplies
22 Telford Drive Shepparton

Ph: 1800 780 858 • Fax 03 5821 7366
 www.nbsbrakesupplies.com.au

Important note: This newsletter contains information we believe is relevant to the industry and addresses issues the industry faces. We cannot give any guarantee of the 
accuracy of the publication and we take no responsibility for any loss or damage of any kind as a result of action taken from suggestions in this newsletter.

NBS have extensive experience in remanufacturing truck wheel cylinders and components. We stock a large range 
of changeover Bisector Type Wheel Cylinders as fitted to Japanese trucks. These wheel cylinders are rebuilt to new 
standards, tested and guaranteed. Priced very attractively, give NBS a call next time you require a set of Isuzu, Hino, 
Mitsubishi or Nissan UD wheel cylinders.

NBS specialise in the reconditioning of agricultural 
master cylinders, calipers and wheel cylinders, 

especially those which run mineral oil in their braking 
system. The Partwise® range of mineral oil seals 
is very extensive, enabling us to recondition your 
cylinders to better than new standards often at a 

fraction of the price of the new cylinder.
We cater for many Deutz, Fendt, Massey Ferguson, 

Case, Fiat applications.

Give us a call today.

NISSAN PATROL
CLUTCH BOOSTERS

NBS stock changeover clutch boosters 
to suit GQ and GU Nissan Patrol.

CHANGEOVER JAPANESE TRUCK WHEEL CYLINDERS

INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL 
BRAKE RECONDITIONING

Trust the brake specialists with your

fractio
We cater fo

Gi


